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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Different hemodynamic patterns have been associated with aneurysm rupture. The objective was to test
whether hemodynamic characteristics of the ruptured aneurysm in patients with multiple aneurysms were different from those in
unruptured aneurysms in the same patient.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Twenty-four mirror and 58 ipsilateral multiple aneurysms with 1 ruptured and the others unruptured were
studied. Computational fluid dynamics models were created from 3D angiographies. Case-control studies of mirror and ipsilateral aneu-
rysms were performed with paired Wilcoxon tests.

RESULTS: In mirror pairs, the ruptured aneurysm had more oscillatory wall shear stress (P � .007) than the unruptured one and tended to
be more elongated (higher aspect ratio), though this trend achieved only marginal significance (P � .03, 1-sided test). In ipsilateral
aneurysms, ruptured aneurysms had larger maximum wall shear (P � .05), more concentrated (P � .001) and oscillatory wall shear stress (P �

.001), stronger (P � .001) and more concentrated inflow jets (P � .001), larger maximum velocity (P � .001), and more complex flow patterns
(P � .001) compared with unruptured aneurysms. Additionally, ruptured aneurysms were larger (P � .001) and more elongated (P � .001) and
had wider necks (P � .001) and lower minimum wall shear stress (P � .001) than unruptured aneurysms.

CONCLUSIONS: High wall shear stress oscillations and larger aspect ratios are associated with rupture in mirror aneurysms. Adverse flow
conditions characterized by high and concentrated inflow jets; high, concentrated, and oscillatory wall shear stress; and strong, complex
and unstable flow patterns are associated with rupture in ipsilateral multiple aneurysms. In multiple ipsilateral aneurysms, these unfavor-
able flow conditions are more likely to develop in larger, more elongated, more wide-necked, and more distal aneurysms.

ABBREVIATIONS: CORELEN � vortex core-line length; max � maximum; min � minimum; OSI � oscillatory shear index; PODENT � proper orthogonal decom-
position entropy; WSS � wall shear stress

Uunruptured cerebral aneurysms are diagnosed with increas-

ing frequency, but despite the relatively low risk of rupture

(estimated at 0.3%–3%1) and because of high mortality and dis-

ability rates (estimated at 45% mortality in the first year2 and 64%

disability of survivors3), patients often undergo preventive inter-

vention, which is not without risk of complications (estimated at

10%–14% combining perioperative morbidity and mortality4).

Therefore, it is imperative to properly select patients, avoiding

unnecessary and relatively risky procedures. Selection is particu-

larly important in patients with multiple aneurysms (about 15%–

35% of all patients with cerebral aneurysms5,6) because in these

cases, clinicians need to decide whether to treat each of the lesions,

which may require multiple interventions, depending on accessi-

bility and treatment technique (surgical or endovascular).7

The process underlying the rupture of a cerebral aneurysm is

highly complex, and the principal factors leading to this event are

largely unknown.1,4,8 Numerous features have been investigated as

possible rupture risk factors: location, size, sex, age, family history,

smoking, alcohol, and hypertension.9 Size and location have been

identified as the most important aneurysm-specific predictors of

rupture in both single and multiple aneurysms.10 However, it is well-

known that small aneurysms do rupture, including in cases of mul-

tiple aneurysms.6 Therefore, it is important to identify additional
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independent characteristics to improve the risk assessment of pa-

tients with multiple aneurysms. Among all the factors involved, the

hemodynamics of the lesion are thought to be one of the fundamen-

tal players,11 interacting with the wall biology, which, in turn, drives

the degradation of the wall structure and its mechanical strength.

Multiple aneurysms, in addition to being clinically very im-

portant and challenging, offer the unique opportunity for com-

paring ruptured (cases) and unruptured (controls) aneurysms

while perfectly controlling for patient-related confounding fac-

tors such as sex, age, family history, previous hemorrhage, smok-

ing, alcohol, drugs, and hypertension. Thus, the objective of this

study was to test whether hemodynamic characteristics of the

ruptured aneurysm in patients with multiple aneurysms were dif-

ferent from those of unruptured aneurysms in the same patient.

This information is important not only to identify hemodynamic

factors that could be used to assess which aneurysms are at higher

risk of progressing toward rupture but also to better understand

the mechanisms that drive the progressive degradation of the wall

and ultimately result in aneurysm rupture.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Image and Patient Data
We have developed a data base of cerebral aneurysms imaged with

3D rotational angiography, mainly from Inova Fairfax Hospital

(Northern Virginia), Mt. Sinai Medical Center (New York), and the

Mayo Clinic (Rochester, Minnesota). This data base contains 3D

rotational angiography images along with basic information, includ-

ing aneurysm rupture status and location and size of �2000 cerebral

aneurysms. The data have been anonymized; and the study was ap-

proved by the George Mason University institutional review board.

For this study, 2 subsets of multiple aneurysms were considered, as

detailed below.

Mirror Aneurysms
The first subset included mirror aneurysm pairs—that is, 2 aneu-

rysms at the same anatomic location on each side. Furthermore,

only mirror pairs with 1 ruptured and the other unruptured were

considered. Forty-eight mirror aneurysms (24 ruptured and 24

corresponding contralateral unruptured ones) in 24 patients (21

[87.5%] women, 3 [12.5%] men; mean age, 52.9 � 13.3 years; age

range, 23– 81 years) were included in the study. Of the 24 pairs, 7

(29%) were middle cerebral artery bifurcation aneurysms, while

the remainder (17, 71%) were sidewall or lateral aneurysm pairs.

Ipsilateral Multiple Aneurysms
The second subset included multiple ipsilateral aneurysms—that

is, multiple aneurysms along the same arterial tree. Again, only

cases with 1 ruptured and �1 unruptured aneurysm on the same

arterial tree were considered. There were 58 patients (44 [76%]

women, 13 men [22.4%], and 1 unknown; mean age, 58 �14.7

years; age range, 28 – 88 years). This subset included 144 aneu-

rysms, including 58 ruptured and 86 unruptured ones. There

were 97 bifurcation (67%), and 47 lateral (33%) aneurysms.

Vascular and Blood Flow Modeling
Image-based computational fluid dynamics models of all 192 an-

eurysms (48 mirror and 144 ipsilateral aneurysms) were con-

structed from the corresponding 3D rotational angiography im-

ages using previously described methods.12,13 For mirror pairs, 2

vascular models were independently constructed for the left and

right sides; while for the ipsilateral cases, a single model, including

all ipsilateral aneurysms, was created. Numeric simulations were

performed under pulsatile flow for 2 cardiac cycles using a solver

developed in-house.14 Blood was assumed to have Newtonian

viscosity, and vessel wall compliance was neglected. The inflow

conditions were derived from a phase-contrast MR imaging scan

of a healthy subject that was scaled with the inflow vessel cross-

sectional area.15 Fully developed velocity profiles were prescribed

at the inlets, while outflow boundary conditions were selected to

produce flow divisions consistent with the Murray principle of

minimal work. Results from the second simulated cardiac cycle

were analyzed. Different aspects of the aneurysmal hemodynamic

environment, including the wall shear stress distribution, the in-

flow jet, and the intra-aneurysmal flow pattern, were studied. Dif-

ferent variables or metrics were defined to capture different char-

acteristics of the flow.16,17 A few additional geometric variables

were computed from the reconstructed vascular models. The

variables considered (On-line Appendix) are listed in On-line Ta-

bles 1– 4. For ipsilateral aneurysms, an extra variable that assigns

an increasing value for more distal aneurysms (thus called the

“distality coordinate”) was introduced (On-line Table 5).

Data Analysis
Matched case-control studies were performed for both mirror

and ipsilateral aneurysms.

Mirror Aneurysms
The hemodynamic (and geometric) characteristics of ruptured

(cases) and unruptured (controls) aneurysms in mirror pairs

were compared with a 2-sided paired Wilcoxon test. Differences

were considered significant if P � .05. By considering case-con-

trol pairs of the same patient, all patient-specific characteristics

(eg, sex, age, comorbidities, habits, genetics, and so forth) were

matched. Furthermore, in mirror pairs, aneurysm location was

also matched by definition. The flow rate in the parent artery was

not matched because 1 aneurysm is fed from 1 internal carotid

artery, while the other is fed from the contralateral ICA.

Ipsilateral Multiple Aneurysms
Similarly, hemodynamic (and geometric) characteristics of rup-

tured (cases) and unruptured (controls) ipsilateral aneurysms

were compared using a 2-sided paired Wilcoxon test. However,

some patients had 1 ruptured aneurysm and �1 unruptured an-

eurysm (multiple controls). Therefore, in these cases, the rup-

tured aneurysm was paired with a randomly selected unruptured

aneurysm of the same patient, thus making all aneurysm pairs

independent. The process was repeated 100 times, and the mean

and maximum P values were calculated. If the maximum P value

of all 100 tests was �.05, the difference between ruptured and

unruptured groups was considered statistically significant. If the

mean P value was �.05 but the maximum was not, the difference

was considered marginally significant. Repeating the random se-

lections 100 or 200 times did not show noticeable differences.

Therefore, 100 repetitions were deemed sufficient.
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RESULTS
Comparisons of the mean values of hemodynamic (and geometric)

variables between ruptured and unruptured aneurysms in both mir-

ror pairs and ipsilateral multiple aneurysms are presented in the Ta-

ble. This Table lists the mean value � the SD of each variable over the

corresponding matched ruptured and unruptured groups. In the

mirror cases, the P value corresponds to the paired Wilcoxon test. In

ipsilateral aneurysms, the mean and maximum (Pmax) P values over

100 random pairings are given. Statistically significant differences

(P � .05) are indicated with a superscript b.

The findings for mirror aneurysms

are summarized in Fig 1. This figure

presents the ratio of the mean values of

hemodynamic (and geometric) vari-

ables of ruptured over unruptured an-

eurysms. In mirror aneurysms, the

ruptured aneurysms had more oscilla-

tory wall shear stress distributions

(higher oscillatory shear index maxi-

mum [OSImax], P � .007) than

unruptured aneurysms. Additionally,

ruptured aneurysms were more elon-

gated (ie, higher aspect ratio, P � .06),

though this trend achieved only mar-

ginal significance (P � .03 for a 1-sided

test, P � .06 for a 2-sided test). The in-

flow rate imposed as boundary con-

ditions based on the parent artery di-

ameter was not significantly different

between ruptured and unruptured an-

eurysms (P � .12).

The results for ipsilateral aneurysms

are summarized in Fig 2. The error bars

indicate the variability of the ratio of the mean values of ruptured

over unruptured aneurysms for 100 random pairings. In multiple

ipsilateral aneurysms, ruptured aneurysms had larger maximum

WSS (WSSmax, Pmax � .05), more concentrated and oscillatory

WSS distributions (shear concentration index, Pmax � .001;

OSImax, Pmax � .001; OSImean, mean P � .005), stronger and

more concentrated inflow jets (aneurysm flow rate, Pmax � .001;

inflow concentration index, Pmax � .001), a larger maximum

flow velocity (Pmax � .001), and more complex and unstable flow

FIG 1. Ratios of mean values of hemodynamic and geometric variables of ruptured over unrup-
tured mirror aneurysms. Statistically significant differences (P � .05) are indicated with an aster-
isk, and marginally significant differences (P � .05 on 1-sided test), with a dagger. LSA indicates
percentage area under low WSS; SCI, shear concentration index; Vmax, maximum flow velocity;
Q, aneurysm flow rate; ICI, inflow concentration index; norm, normal; Asize, aneurysm maximum
size; Nsize, neck maximum size; AR, aspect ratio (� depth/neck size); VO, mean aneurysm vor-
ticity; SR, shear rates; VE, mean aneurysm velocity.

Hemodynamic and geometric characteristics of ruptured and unruptured mirror and multiple ipsilateral aneurysmsa

Variable

Mirror Aneurysms Ipsilateral Aneurysms

Unruptured Ruptured P Value Unruptured Ruptured Pmean Pmax
WSSmin 0.6 � 0.9 0.4 � 0.6 .24 1.3 � 2.0 0.4 � 0.8 �.001b �.001b

WSSmax 285.3 � 216.1 269.5 � 183.1 1.00 269.6 � 324.5 784.9 � 2730.4 .006b .05b

WSSmean 28.1 � 26.8 22.3 � 18.6 .49 29.3 � 35.5 27.1 � 36.8 .28 .81
WSSnorm 0.53 � 0.40 0.44 � 0.26 .30 0.60 � 0.39 0.50 � 0.32 .12 .43
SCI 5.48 � 10.87 5.54 � 4.53 .21 3.30 � 3.95 6.74 � 7.20 �.001b �.001b

LSA 51.6 � 33.0 50.9 � 33.4 .81 48.7 � 32.4 49.6 � 32.0 .72 1.00
OSImax 0.243 � 0.123 0.334 � 0.115 .008b 0.181 � 0.134 0.332 � 0.103 �.001b �.001b

OSImean 0.012 � 0.010 0.014 � 0.010 .55 0.009 � 0.011 0.014 � 0.010 .005b .06
Q 0.80 � 1.15 0.72 � 0.85 .79 0.23 � 0.29 0.70 � 0.62 �.001b �.001b

ICI 0.72 � 0.89 0.82 � 0.80 .66 0.24 � 0.43 0.68 � 0.57 �.001b �.001b

Vmax 82.3 � 62.5 80.8 � 44.4 .88 61.9 � 63.1 98.2 � 81.0 �.001b �.001b

VE 11.8 � 10.1 10.1 � 6.8 .77 9.1 � 8.9 10.9 � 9.4 .29 .70
SR 259.6 � 192.3 229.2 � 159.8 .68 339.6 � 305.0 246.1 � 236.4 .03b .18
VO 363.1 � 284.9 319.1 � 225.8 .70 445.7 � 421.7 346.1 � 345.6 .09 .38
CORELEN 1.481 � 2.014 2.501 � 3.159 .17 0.376 � 0.557 2.226 � 2.144 �.001b �.001b

PODENT 0.167 � 0.136 0.175 � 0.074 .33 0.137 � 0.121 0.192 � 0.127 .009b .08
Asize 0.594 � 0.331 0.713 � 0.361 .14 0.365 � 0.185 0.726 � 0.282 �.001b �.001b

Nsize 0.412 � 0.185 0.422 � 0.147 .75 0.306 � 0.127 0.423 � 0.136 �.001b �.001b

AR 0.956 � 0.755 1.176 � 0.551 .06 0.669 � 0.408 1.198 � 0.609 �.001b �.001b

Distality – – – 0.444 � 0.345 0.612 � 0.321 �.008b .04b

Note:—LSA indicates percentage area under low WSS; SCI, shear concentration index; Vmax, maximum flow velocity; Q, aneurysm flow rate; ICI, inflow concentration index;
norm, normalized; Asize, aneurysm maximum size; Nsize, neck maximum size; AR, aspect ratio (�depth/neck size); VO, mean aneurysm vorticity; SR, shear rates; VE, mean
aneurysm velocity; Distality, coordinate of vessel segment along the arterial tree.
a Values are given as mean � SD. P values correspond to univariate paired Wilcoxon rank sum tests. For ipsilateral aneurysms, mean and maximum P values of 100 randomly
selected ruptured– unruptured pairs are given.
b Significant difference (P � .05).
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patterns (vortex core-line length [CORELEN], Pmax � .001; proper

orthogonal decomposition entropy [PODENT], mean P �

.009) compared with unruptured aneurysms. Additionally, rup-

tured aneurysms had lower minimum WSS (WSSmin, Pmax �

.001) and shear rates (mean P � .03) than unruptured aneurysms.

Geometrically, ruptured ipsilateral aneurysms were larger (aneu-

rysm maximum size, Pmax � .001), had wider necks (neck max-

imum size, Pmax � .001), were more elongated (aspect ratio,

Pmax � .001), and were located more distally (Pmax � .04) than

unruptured aneurysms.

DISCUSSION
Between 10% and 33% of patients with subarachnoid hemor-

rhage have multiple aneurysms, and the approach to these pa-

tients becomes complex considering that it is difficult to unequiv-

ocally identify the ruptured aneurysm when angiography reveals

multiple aneurysms.18 On the other hand, whether the interven-

tion of patients with multiple aneurysms should be directed to

only the ones that bled or to all the lesions found on angiography

has been long debated.19 If none have ruptured, the one at greatest

risk of rupture should be identified. Localization and size have

traditionally been the 2 variables that have defined the risk of

rupture in multiple cerebral aneurysms; however, some other

geometric and hemodynamic variables have emerged.20

The current study took advantage of multiple aneurysms (1

ruptured and �1 unruptured in the same patient) offering a

unique opportunity to compare ruptured and unruptured aneu-

rysms while controlling for all patient-specific characteristics,

eliminating confounding factors when each patient functions as

his or her own internal control because all paired aneurysms are in

the same patient. Some authors have argued that otherwise, pa-

tient-related confounding variables such as history of smoking,

history of hypertension, or even genetic predisposition are diffi-

cult or even almost impossible to con-

trol for or eliminate.20 Furthermore, the

study was subdivided into the analysis of

mirror pairs, in which aneurysm loca-

tion but not inflow conditions were con-

trolled; and ipsilateral multiple aneu-

rysms, in which inflow conditions but

not location were controlled. The objec-

tive of these comparisons was to identify

aneurysm-specific characteristics that are

independent of patient-specific charac-

teristics and can discriminate ruptured

and unruptured aneurysms. These

aneurysm-specific characteristics could

complement patient-specific risk factors

in identifying aneurysms at higher risk

of rupture. The study focused on aneu-

rysm hemodynamic characteristics be-

cause it is thought that adverse hemo-

dynamic conditions could predispose

aneurysm walls to further degradation

and eventual rupture.21,22

In our study, ruptured aneurysms in

mirror pairs had more oscillatory WSS

distributions (characterized by larger maximum OSI) and were

more elongated (ie, having a marginally larger aspect ratio) than

the corresponding unruptured aneurysms. An example of a mir-

ror pair is presented in Fig 3. In a previous study, Fan et al23

analyzed 16 mirror bifurcation aneurysm pairs and found that

ruptured aneurysms were larger (larger size and size ratio), were

more elongated (larger aspect ratio and height-to-width ratio),

and had lower mean WSS and larger area under low WSS. They

also observed that ruptured aneurysms tended to have more com-

plex and unstable flow patterns, but these results were not statis-

tically significant. They also noted that the OSI might not be dif-

ferent in their sample because they excluded sidewall aneurysms.

Likewise, in our sample, ruptured aneurysms tended to have

lower mean WSS and more complex (larger CORELEN) flow pat-

terns, but these results did not achieve statistical significance.

However, the area under low WSS was not different in our study.

In another study, Huang et al24 analyzed 63 mirror pairs imaged

with CTA and found that ruptured aneurysms were larger (larger

size, size ratio, area ratio), were more elongated (larger aspect

ratio), and had more irregular walls than unruptured aneurysms.

In our study, ruptured aneurysms were also more elongated than

unruptured aneurysms, but they were not larger than the unrup-

tured ones.

Our results indicate that in ipsilateral multiple aneurysms, the

ruptured aneurysm tends to have hostile flow conditions charac-

terized by higher and more concentrated inflow jets (larger aneu-

rysm inflow rate and inflow concentration index); and higher,

more concentrated, and more oscillatory WSS distributions

(larger WSSmax, shear concentration index, and OSImax), with

lower minimum WSS and stronger, more complex and unstable

flow patterns (larger maximum flow velocity, CORELEN, and

PODENT) with a lower shear rate, compared with unruptured

aneurysms of the same patient. Because the aneurysms considered

FIG 2. Ratios of mean values of hemodynamic and geometric variables of ruptured over unrup-
tured ipsilateral aneurysms. Error bars indicate variability of the mean ratios over 100 random
selections of ruptured– unruptured multiple aneurysm pairs. Statistically significant differences
(Pmax � .05) are indicated with an asterisk, and marginally significant differences (mean P � .05
but Pmax � .05), with a dagger. LSA indicates percentage area under low WSS; SCI, shear con-
centration index; Vmax, maximum flow velocity; Q, aneurysm flow rate; ICI, inflow concentration
index; norm, normal; Asize, aneurysm maximum size; Nsize, neck maximum size; AR, aspect ratio
(�depth/neck size); VO, mean aneurysm vorticity; SR, shear rates; VE, mean aneurysm velocity.
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here occur on the same arterial tree in the same patient, these

findings are independent of the patient-specific flow conditions.

Additionally, it was found that ruptured aneurysms tended to be

larger, with wider necks, and more elongated than unruptured

ipsilateral aneurysms. Most interesting, in general, the ruptured

aneurysms tended to be more distal than unruptured aneurysms.

Examples of ipsilateral multiple aneurysms illustrating these flow

conditions are presented in Fig 4. In a previous study, Zhang

et al25 analyzed 20 ipsilateral aneurysm pairs and found that rup-

tured aneurysms were more irregular and elongated and had

lower minimum WSS and larger areas under low WSS than un-

ruptured aneurysms. Most interesting, in our study, the mini-

mum WSS was also lower in ruptured than in unruptured aneu-

rysms, but the area under low WSS was not different. Zhang et al

reported no difference in bleeding sites of ipsilateral aneurysms,

while Jou et al26 speculated that the proximal aneurysm in tandem

serial ipsilateral aneurysms may have a higher rupture risk based

on their analysis of 4 serial pairs. In contrast, our data suggest that

ruptured aneurysms tended to be more distal than the unrup-

tured aneurysms in the same patient.

The adverse flow conditions described above have been previ-

ously shown to be associated with aneurysm wall inflammation,

which itself is associated with aneurysm rupture,27 wall weaken-

ing and stiffening characteristic of vulnerable walls,28,29 and dam-

aged collagen architectures.30 Additionally, these flow conditions

have been associated with aneurysm rupture.31 Our results do not

contradict reports that have associated low normalized WSS and

large area under low WSS with rupture,32 though in our sample,

normalized WSS and area under low WSS were not significantly

different between ruptured and unruptured aneurysms in the

same patients. What may constitute a hostile flow environment

is a heterogeneous, oscillatory WSS distribution with focal el-

evations of WSS and large regions of low WSS produced by

strong concentrated inflow jets that create complex unstable

intrasaccular flow structures. The exact mechanisms that cause

wall inflammation and rupture under high-flow conditions are

still uncertain. However, this study provides valuable informa-

tion to consider in future studies to understand the connection

between the local flow conditions and the structure and

strength of the wall.

Location has been previously identified as a risk factor and has

been proposed, along with size and the presence of blebs, as the

main aneurysm-specific characteristics to score aneurysm rup-

ture risk.9 Our study suggests that location may be important

because it may be associated with different local flow condi-

tions—that is, adverse flow conditions may be more likely to de-

FIG 3. Example of ruptured (right posterior communicating artery aneurysm, left column) and unruptured (right posterior communicating artery
aneurysm, right column) mirror aneurysm pairs. The Left panel shows from top to bottom: 3D rotational angiography images, WSS distributions,
and OSI distributions. The right panel shows from top to bottom: inflow jets, flow patterns, and vortex core lines at 4 times during the cardiac
cycle.
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velop at certain locations (for example more distally) and are less

likely at other locations, independent of the flow rate in the feed-

ing vessel. Furthermore, when we controlled for location as in the

mirror-aneurysm analysis, fewer hemodynamic differences were

observed.

Our study has some limitations. Although the sample size was

large enough to achieve statistically significant results, it did not

allow us to subdivide the sample to study bifurcation and sidewall

aneurysms separately as has been suggested.33 Selection bias re-

lated to patient referral patterns and indications for treatment

may have led to exclusion of important aneurysm subsets. The

study was based on cross-sectional data; thus, it is not possible to

determine whether the unruptured aneurysms had high or low

rupture risk. Furthermore, the relative “ages” of the aneurysms in

a single patient (ie, the time since they were formed) are not

known, so it is not possible to determine their relative speed of

progression. Finally, certain assumptions and approximations

were made when constructing the computational fluid dynamics

models, including assumptions of flow conditions, rigid walls,

and Newtonian viscosity. Thus, the results should be confirmed

with additional data from other populations, as well as with lon-

gitudinal data.

CONCLUSIONS
High wall shear stress oscillations and larger aspect ratios are as-

sociated with aneurysm rupture in mirror bilateral aneurysms.

Hostile flow conditions characterized by high and concentrated

inflow jets; high, concentrated, and oscillatory wall shear stress

distributions; and strong, complex, and unstable flow patterns are

associated with rupture in ipsilateral multiple aneurysms. These

adverse flow conditions are more likely to develop in aneurysms

that are more distal and larger and more elongated and have wider

necks in multiple ipsilateral aneurysms.
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